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Abstract
We describe three methods to determine the structure of (sufficiently continuous) rep-
resentations of the algebra Ba(E) of all adjointable operators on a Hilbert B–module E
by operators on a Hilbert C–module. While the last and latest proof is simple and direct
and new even for normal representations of B(H) (H some Hilbert space), the other ones
are direct generalizations of the representation theory of B(H) (based on Arveson’s and on
Bhat’s approaches to product systems of Hilbert spaces) and depend on technical condi-
tions (for instance, existence of a unit vector or restriction to von Neumann algebras and
von Neumann modules). We explain why for certain problems the more specific informa-
tion available in the older approaches is more useful for the solution of the problem.
1 Introduction
A normal unital representation ϑ : B(H) → B(K) of the algebra B(H) of all adjointable (and,
therefore, bounded and linear) operators on a Hilbert space H by operators on a Hilbert space
K factors K into the tensor product of H and another Hilbert space H, such that elements a in
B(H) act on this tensor product in the natural way by ampli(-fic-)ation, i.e.
K = H ⊗ H or K = H ⊗ H
∗This work is supported by research fonds of the Department S.E.G.e S. of the University of Molise and by the
University of Iowa.
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with
ϑ(a) = idH ⊗a or ϑ(a) = a ⊗ idH .
It is the goal of these notes to report three different proofs of the following analogue result for
Hilbert modules and dicuss their interrelations.
1.1 Theorem (Muhly, Skeide and Solel [MSS03a]). Let E be a Hilbert module over a C∗–al-
gebra B and let F be a Hilbert module over a C∗–algebra C. If ϑ : Ba(E) → Ba(F) is a unital
strict homomorphism, then there exists a Hilbert B–C–module Fϑ and a unitary u : E⊙Fϑ → F
such that ϑ(a) = u(a ⊙ idFϑ)u∗.
The same result is true, if we replace C∗–algebras by W∗–algebras, Hilbert modules by
W∗–modules (and their tensor products) and ϑ by a normal homomorphism.
Here, the strict topology of Ba(E) is the strict topology inherited by considering Ba(E) as
multplier algebra of the C∗–algebra K(E) of compact operators, which is the norm completion
of the ∗–algebra F(E) of finite rank operators spanned by the rank-one operators xy∗ : z →
x〈y, z〉. A linear mapping is strict (and, therefore, bounded), if it is strictly continuous on
bounded subsets of Ba(E).
The proof from [MSS03a], being both the simplest available and the most general, is based
on the observation that the tensor product E ⊙ E∗ of the K(E)–B–module E and the dual
B–K(E)–module E∗ (with inner product 〈x∗, y∗〉 = xy∗ ∈ K(E) and module operations bx∗a =
(a∗xb∗)∗) may be identified with K(E). (The canonical identification is x⊙y∗ 7→ xy∗.) Therefore,
since ϑ is strict and since K(E) has a bounded approximate unit (converging strictly to idE), we
have
F = K(E) ⊙ F = (E ⊙ E∗) ⊙ F = E ⊙ (E∗ ⊙ F) = E ⊙ Fϑ
where we set Fϑ := E∗ ⊙ F. The canonical identification is
E ⊙ Fϑ = E ⊙ (E∗ ⊙ F) ∋ x ⊙ (y∗ ⊙ z) 7−→ ϑ(xy∗)z ∈ F.
Clearly, ϑ(a) = a ⊙ idFϑ .
1.2 Remark. A more detailed version can be found in [MSS03a]. The mechanism of the proof
can be summarized by observing that, if E is full (i.e. if the range of the inner product of E
generates B as a C∗–algebra), then E may be viewed as Morita equivalence from K(E) to B.
(If E is not full, then replace B by the closed ideal in BE in B generated by the inner product.)
Then K(E) = E ⊙ E∗ and B = E∗ ⊙ E serve as identities under tensor product of bimodules.
The identifications of the bimodule Fϑ and of E ⊙ Fϑ with F are highly unique. For instance,
we may establish the equality F = E ⊙ E∗ ⊙ F by showing that F furnished with the embedding
i : E × E∗ × F → F, i(x, y, z) = ϑ(xy∗)z has the universal property of the threefold tensor
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product E ⊙ E∗ ⊙ F. By these and similar considerations one may see that all identifications are
essentially unique by canonical isomorphisms. We investigate these and other more categorical
problems in [MSS03a]. Among the applications of Theorem 1.1 there is the answer to the
question when ϑ is a (bistrict) isomorphism, namely, if and only if Fϑ is a Morita equivalence.
We will investigate consequences of this insight in Muhly, Skeide and Solel [MSS03b].
Even in the case of normal representations of B(H) on another Hilbert space the preceding
proof (or, more acurately, its modification to normal mappings) seems to be new. In the remain-
der, we discuss two known ways of treating the representation theory of B(H) (Section 2). Then
we describe modifications to adapt them to Hilbert modules, at least, under certain additional
conditions (Sections 3 and 4). The two approaches correspond to the two basic constructions of
product systems of Hilbert spaces from E0–semigroups on B(H), the original one by Arveson
[Arv89] based on intertwiner spaces and an alternative one by Bhat [Bha96] based on rank-one
operators.
In the generalization to Hilbert modules it turns out that the two product systems constructed
by Arveson and by Bhat are well distinguished. The product system constructed by Arveson
is, actually, a product system of Hilbert C′–C′–modules where C′ is the commutant of C when
represented in the only possible (non-trivial) way by operators on the Hilbert space C. In terms
of the commutant of Hilbert bimodules (as introduced in Skeide [Ske03a] and also, indepen-
dently, in Muhly and Solel [MS03]) the Arveson system of an E0–semigroup is the commutant
of its Bhat system and the Bhat system is that which corresponds to the representation theory
(applied to endomorphisms of B(H)) in Theorem 1.1.
All three proofs of Theorem 1.1 lead to the construction of product systems of Hilbert (bi-)
modules when applied to the endomorphisms of E0–semigroups. We compare the three pos-
sibilities. In particular, we emphazise those aspects where the more concrete identifications
in Sections 3 and 4 help solving problems which are more difficult in the above approach. A
detailed discussion with complete proofs and specifications about how to distinguish identifi-
cations via canonical isomorphism from identifications just via isomorphism can be found in
Skeide [Ske03c].
2 Respresentations of B(H)
In this section we repeat two different ways to look at the representation theory of B(H). The
goal of this repetition is two-fold. Firstly, it prepairs the terrain for the more subtle arguments
in the Hilbert module case. Secondly, we use this opportunity to point at the crucial differences
between the two proofs already in the case Hilbert spaces. We hope that the present section will
help the reader to understand why these two approaches, whose results may easilly be confused
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and mixed up in the case of Hilbert spaces, later on, lead to well distinguished directions in the
case of von Neumann modules.
Let H denote a Hilbert space and let ϑ be a normal unital representation of B(H) on another
Hilbert space K. There are many ways to prove the well-known representation theorem which
asserts that there is a Hilbert space H such that
K  H ⊗ H  H ⊗ H and ϑ(a) = idH ⊗a = a ⊗ idH
in the respective identifications. Which order, H⊗H or H⊗H, is the natural one depends heavily
on the proof, and the apparent equality of H⊗H or H ⊗H is, sometimes, able to cause a certain
confusion about the choice.
Following what Arveson [Arv89] did for endomorphisms of B(H), we introduce the space
of intertwiners
HA =
{
x ∈ B(H, K) : ϑ(a)x = xa (a ∈ B(H))}.
One easily checks that x∗y is an element in C1, the commutant of B(H), so that 〈x, y〉1 = x∗y
defines an inner product. (Observe that there are well distinguished commutants of C in B(H)
and ofC in C.) Of course, being obviously complete, HA is a Hilbert space. A well-known result
(for instance, [MS02, Lemma 2.10]) asserts that intertwiner spaces of normal representations
act totally, if one of the representations is faithful:
spanHAH = K. (1)
From
〈x ⊗ h, x′ ⊗ h′〉 = 〈h, 〈x, x′〉h′〉 = 〈xh, x′h′〉
it follows that x ⊗ h 7→ xh is a unitary HA ⊗ H → K and that ϑ(a)(xh) = x(ah) is the image of
x ⊗ ah = (idHA ⊗a)(x ⊗ h).
2.1 Remark. The reader might find it strange that in the middle term we write 〈h, 〈x, x′〉h′〉
instead of 〈x, x′〉〈h, h′〉. However, recalling that 〈x, x′〉, acutally is an operator in B(H)′ ⊂ B(H),
the way we wrote it appears, indeed, more natural. Additionally, in the module case only this
way of writing remains meaningful and we must dispense with the attitude to put the “scalars”
outside of the inner product.
Although the only von Neumann algebra involved is B(H), the preceding proof uses ele-
ments from the theory of general von Neumann algebras like the commutant of all operators
a ⊕ θ(a) in B(H ⊕ K) and the fact that bijective algebraic homomorphisms are isomorphisms.
Most other proofs make more or less direct use of the fact that a normal mapping on a von Neu-
mann algebra is known, when it is known on the finite-rank operators F(H) (i.e. the subalgebra
of B(H) spanned by the rank-one operators h1h∗2 : h 7→ h1〈h2, h〉). One of the most elegant ways
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to do this we borrow from Bhat [Bha96]. Choosing a reference unit vector ω ∈ H, we denote
by HB the subspace ϑ(ωω∗) of K. From
〈ϑ(hω∗)x, ϑ(h′ω∗)x′〉 = 〈x, ϑ(ω〈h, h′〉ω∗)x′〉 = 〈h ⊗ x, h′ ⊗ x′〉 (2)
we see that h ⊗ x 7→ ϑ(hω∗)x defines an isometry H ⊗ HB → K. To see surjectivity we have
to make use of an approximate unit for F(H) which converges strongly to 1 (cf. the proof of
Theorem 1.1 in Section 1). Also here we see that ϑ(a)ϑ(hω∗)x = ϑ((ah)ω∗)x is the image of
ah ⊗ x = (a ⊗ idHB)(h ⊗ x).
2.2 Remark. By the uniqueness results mentioned after Theorem 1.1 the Hilbert space H such
that K = H ⊗ H and ϑ(a) = a ⊗ idH is unique up to (unique) canonical isomorphism. For
instance, the construction of HB depends on the choice of ω, but, if ω′ is another unit vector, then
ϑ(ω′ω∗) ↾ HB defines the unique unitary onto the space H′B constructed from ω′. Moreover, if
H = H∗⊙K is the Hilbert space according to Theorem 1.1 (with inner product 〈h∗1⊙k1, h∗2⊙k2〉 =
〈k1, ϑ(h1h∗2)k2〉), then h∗ ⊙ k 7→ ϑ(ωh∗)k is the unique unitary H→ HB.
We see that HB and H are very similar. Indeed, we may say that the construction of H is just
freeing the construction of HB from the obligation to choose a unit vector.
2.3 Remark. Of course, HB  HA, but this is an accidental artifact of the fact that C′ = C
and that HA ⊗ H  H ⊗ HA, canonically. Considering HA as the C′–C′–module it is, both the
expressions H ⊗ H and H ⊗ H do not even make sense without additional effort. Indeed, as
indicated in Observation 4.3, to deal with such expressions we have to introduce the tensor
product of a Hilbert module over B and a Hilbert module over the commutant B′ of B.
2.4 Remark. Suppose that ϑ1 and ϑ2 are unital normal representations of B(H) on K and of
B(K) on L, respectively, and denote by ϑ = ϑ2 ◦ ϑ1 their composition. Then HA = HA2 ⊗ HA1
while HB = HB1 ⊗ HB2 . There is no possibility to discuss this away as, for instance, by arguments
like ϑs ◦ϑt = ϑs+t = ϑt ◦ϑs when
(
ϑt
)
t∈R+
is an E0–semigroup. The corresponding isomorphism
HA2 ⊗H
A
1  H
A
1 ⊗H
A
2 (or, similarly, for HBi ) would not be the canonical one. A clear manifestation
is Tsirelson’s result [Tsi00] that a product system of Hilbert spaces need not be isomorphic to
its anti product system. (For Hilbert modules we may not even formulate what an anti product
system is.)
3 Generalizations of Bhat’s approach
Under the hyposthesis of Theorem 1.1 (both for strict representations and for the W∗–version)
Bhat’s approach generalizes easily, as shown in Skeide [Ske02], if E has a unit vector ξ, i.e.
if 〈ξ, ξ〉 = 1 (what, of course, includes that B is unital). As in the proof for Hilbert spaces
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we define a Hilbert submodule Fξ = ϑ(ξξ∗)F of F. As additional ingredient (as compared
with Hilbert spaces) we define a left action of B on Fξ by setting by = ϑ(ξbξ∗)y. With these
definitions one checks that
x ⊙ y 7−→ ϑ(xξ∗)y
defines an isometry E ⊙ Fξ → F. Like in the in proof of Theorem 1.1 surjectivity follows
from existence of an approximate unit for K(E) whose image under ϑ converges (strictly or
σ–weakly) to idF . Of course, ϑ(a) = a ⊙ idFϑ .
In this section we describe a construction from Skeide [Ske03c] which frees the preceding
construction from the requirement of having a unit vector, at least, for the case of W∗–modules.
Then, as in Remark 2.2, we compare the construction with that one from Section 1. Finally, we
point out why the construction here, although not canonical (in the sense that it depends on the
choice of a complete quasi orthonormal system for E∗), can have advantages over the intrinsic
construction from Section 1.
By making B possibly smaller, we may always assure that E is full and proofs of Theorem
1.1 which work for full E work for arbitrary E. Existence of a unit vector is, however, a serious
requirement. Our standard example is the W∗–module E =
(0
C
C
C
0
0
C
0
0
)
⊂ M3 which is a Hilbert
module over B = (C0 0M2
)
⊂ M3 (with structures inherited from the embedding into M3) which
is full but does not admit a unit vector. (Actually, E is a bimodule and as such E is a Morita
equivalence, because Ba(E) = K(E) = B.)
There are several equivalent possibilities to characterize W∗–modules. A W∗–module is
always a Hilbert module E over a W∗–algebra B fulfilling a further condition. We can require
that E be self-dual or that it has a predual Banach space. In the following section we consider
von Neumann modules as introduced in Skeide [Ske00] as strongly closed operator spaces. A
W∗–module over a von Neumann algebra B ⊂ B(G) is a von Neumann module and every von
Neumann module is a W∗–module. Many results on W∗–modules have particularly simple and
elementary proofs, when we transform them into von Neumann modules by choosing a faithful
representation ofB on a Hilbert space G. Here we need the facts that Ba(E) is a W∗–algebra and
that every W∗–module admits a complete quasi orthonormal system, i.e. a family (eβ, pβ
)
β∈B of
pairs (eβ, pβ) consisting of an element eβ ∈ E and a projection pβ ∈ B such that
〈eβ, eβ′〉 = δβ,β′ pβ and
∑
β∈B
eβe
∗
β = idE
where the sum is a σ–weak limit over the increasing net of finite subsets of B. There is also a
tensor product of W∗–modules denoted by ¯⊙s .
So let us start with the assumptions of the W∗–version of Theorem 1.1. As explained before,
we may assume that E is full (which for W∗–modules means the σ–weakly closed ideal in B
generated by the range of the inner product of E isB). It follows that the dual B–Ba(E)–module
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E∗ of E is a Morita equivalence, in particular, that Ba(E∗) = B. Now choose a family (eβ)β∈B of
elements in E such that
(
e∗β, eβe
∗
β
)
β∈B is a complete quasi orthonormal system for E∗. It follows
that pβ := 〈eβ, eβ〉 are projections in B fulfilling∑β∈B pβ = 1.
3.1 Remark. If B consists of a single element β, then eβ is a unit vector. The following con-
struction shows that the family (eβ
)
β∈B, indeed, plays the role of the unit vector in the construc-
tion explain in the beginning of this section.
Now we define the W∗–submodules Fβ = ϑ(eβe∗β)F of F and set FB =
⊕
β∈B Fβ. (The direct
sum is that of W∗–modules. Observe that the submodules Fβ of F need not be orthogonal in
F so that FB is not a submodule of F.) On FB we define a left action of b ∈ B by setting
byβ =
⊕
β′∈B ϑ(eβ′be∗β)yβ (yβ ∈ Fβ). (This defines, indeed, a ∗–algebra representation of B by
adjointable operators on the algebraic direct sum, so the representing operators are bounded
and, therefore, extend also to the σ–weak closure.)
For x ∈ E and yB ∈ FB set xβ = xpβ and yβ = pβyB. Then the mapping
x ⊙ yB =
∑
β∈B
xβ ⊙ yβ 7−→
∑
β∈B
ϑ(xβe∗β)yβ
defines a unitary E ¯⊙s FB → F and ϑ(a) = a ⊙ idFB . The proof of isometry and surjectivity is
exactly like in the version with a unit vector, except that now there is one index, β, more. See
[Ske03c] for details.
3.2 Comparison. In the case when there are unit vectors the comparison of Fξ, Fξ′ and Fϑ
works as in Remark 2.2 (ξ and ξ′ being possibily different unit vectors). ϑ(ξ′ξ∗) defines an
isomorphism Fξ → Fξ′ and x∗ ⊙ y 7→ ϑ(ξx∗)y defines an isomorphism Fϑ → Fξ. For the family(
eβ
)
β∈B the mapping
x∗ ⊙ y =
∑
β∈B
pβx∗ ⊙ y 7−→
⊕
β∈B
ϑ(eβx∗)y
defines an isomorphism Fϑ → FB. The identification of FB and FB′ (B′ indicating the dual of
some different complete quasi orthonormal system for E∗) follows by iterating the preceding
formula with the inverse of its analogue for the other basis. The resulting formula is slightly
complicated and does not give any new insight, so we do not write it down.
3.3 Advantages. If ϑ = (ϑt
)
t∈R+
is an E0–semigroup on Ba(E) (i.e. a semigroup of unital strict
or normal endomorphisms of Ba(E)), then the Et := Eϑt = E∗ ⊙t E form a product system in the
sense of Bhat and Skeide [BS00]. Indeed, if we identify Es ⊙ Et with Es+t via
(x∗s ⊙s ys) ⊙ (x∗t ⊙t yt) 7−→ x∗s ⊙s+t ϑt(ysx∗t )yt,
then
(Er ⊙ Es) ⊙ Et = Er ⊙ (Es ⊙ Et) and (E ⊙ Es) ⊙ Et = E ⊙ (Es ⊙ Et).
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Also the identifications via a unit vector ξ or a family (eβ
)
β∈B respect these associativity condi-
tions. So far, the two constructions can be used interchangeably. This changes, however, when
we wish to include also technical conditions on product systems.
A product system of Hilbert spaces in the sense of Arveson [Arv89] is supposed to be
derived from an E0–semigroup on B(H) that is pointwise σ–weakly continuous (in time). The
product system has, therefore, the structure of a Banach bundle, more precisely, the structure of
a trivial Banach bundle.
In Skeide [Ske03b] we have investigated the Hilbert module version in presence of a unit
vector. Requiring the product system to be isomorphic to a trivial Banach bundle seems too
much. (We do not even know, whether all members Et (t > 0) of a product system are iso-
morphic as right modules.) However, our product systems have the structure of a subbundle
of a trivial Banach bundle. This can be derived easily from the observation that in presence
of a unit vector all Et can be identified with submodules ϑt(ξξ∗)E of E. Since ϑ is sufficiently
continuous, the corresponding subbundle of the trivial Banach bundle [0,∞) × E is a Banach
bundle (there are enough continuous sections).
A σ–weak version in presence of a unit vector does not seem to present a difficulty. Now,
if we have a family
(
eβ
)
β∈B instead of a unit vector, FB need no longer be a submodule of E.
However, each Fβ = ϑ(eβe∗β)F is a submodule. It follows that FB =
⊕
β∈B Fβ is a submodule
of
⊕
β∈B F. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that the product system is a σ–weak
subbundle of the trivial σ–weak bundle [0,∞) ×⊕
β∈B E. This requires a convenient definition
of σ–weak bundle and is work in progress.
In both cases the construction according to Section 1 does not seem to help to identify a
good candidate for the trivial bundle of which the product system is a subbundle.
4 The generalization of Arveson’s approach
For this section we need a longer preparation. If E is a B–B–module, then the B–center of E is
the space
CB(E) = {x ∈ E : bx = xb (b ∈ B)}.
In what follows it is essential that von Neumann algebras and von Neumann modules (or, more
generally, Hilbert modules over von Neumann algebras) always come along with an identifica-
tion as concrete subspaces of operators on or between Hilbert spaces. A von Neumann algebra
B is given as a concrete subalgebra of B(G) acting (always nondegenerately) on a Hilbert space
G. Every Hilbert B–module E may, then, be identified as a B–submodule of B(G, H) for a
suitable Hilbert space H in the following way.
Set H = E ⊙ G. Then, an element x ∈ E defines an operator Lx : g 7→ x ⊙ g in B(G, H).
Clearly, 〈x, y〉 = L∗xLy and Lxb = Lxb. Moreover, E acts nondegenerately on G in the sense that
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LEG is total in H and the pair H, η : x → Lx is determined by these properties up to (unique)
canonical isomorphism. We, therefore, identify E as a subset of B(G, H) by identifying x with
Lx. Following Skeide [Ske00] E is a von Neumann module, if it is strongly closed in B(G, H).
One may show (see [Ske00]) that a HilbertB–module E over a von Neumann algebraB ⊂ B(G)
is self-dual, if and only if E is a von Neumann module.
On H we have a normal unital representation ρ′ of B′, the commutant lifting, defined
by ρ′(b′) = idE ⊙b′. The space CB′(B(G, H)) is a von Neumann B–module containing E
as a submodule with zero-complement. Since CB′(B(G, H)) is self-dual, it follows that E =
CB′(B(G, H)), if and only if E is a von Neumann module. Observe that in this case ρ′(B′)′ is
exactly Ba(E).
The identification of CB′(B(G, H)) as the unique minimal self-dual extension of E (in the
sense of Paschke [Pas73]) was already known to Rieffel [Rie74]. The definition of von Neu-
mann modules seems to be due to [Ske00]. In Skeide [Ske03d] we show directly (without
self-duality of von Neumann modules) that E = CB′(B(G, H)), if E is a von Neumann module,
and then give a different proof of Rieffel’s result that CB′(B(G, H)) is self-dual. Muhly and
Solel [MS02] show that, conversely, every normal unital representation ρ′ of B′ on a Hilbert
space gives rise to a von Neumann B–module CB′(B(G, H)) ⊂ B(G, H) acting nondegenerately
on G. Summarizing, we have a one-to-one correspondence (up to canonical isomorphisms)
B(G, H) ⊃ E ←→ (ρ′, H)
between von Neumann B–modules and normal representations of B′.
If E is a von Neumann A–B–module (that is, A ⊂ B(K) is another von Neumann algebra
and the canonical homomorphism A → Ba(E) → B(H) defines a normal unital representation
ρ of A on H), then we have a pair of representations ρ and ρ′ with mutually commuting ranges.
ρ′ gives back the right module E as intertwiner space CB′(B(G, H)) and ρ gives back the correct
left action. This works also if we start with a triple (ρ, ρ′, H). For the standard representation
of B so that B′  Bop and ρ′ may be viewed as representation of Bop, we are in the framework
of Connes and others where von Neumann bimodules and pairs of representations of A and
Bop are interchangeable pictures of the same thing. The more general setting where B is not
necessarily given in standard representation seems not to have been observed before Skeide
[Ske03a] and Muhly and Solel [MS03]. Going only slightly further, by exchanging the roles of
A and B in the triple (ρ, ρ′, H), we find the following one-to-one correpondence
(ρ, ρ′, H)
::
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
vv
(ρ′, ρ, H)
dd
$$I
II
II
II
II
E E′
where E′ = CA(B(K, H)) is a von Neumann B′–A′–module. We refer to E′ as the commutant
of E (and conversely), because when E is the von NeumannB–B–moduleB, then E′ = B′. Also
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this correspondence was observed in Skeide [Ske03a] and, later, in Muhly and Solel [MS03].
See also Gohm and Skeide [GS03] for another application of the commutant.
4.1 Observation. It is important to notice that the preceding correpondences between (bi-
)modules and (pairs of) representations enables us to identify von Neumann (bi-)modules by,
first, identifying Hilbert spaces and, then, showing that representations on them coincide.
4.2 Observation. E = CB′(B(G, H)) and E′ = CA(B(K, H) act nondegenerately on G and K,
respectively. Therefore, span EG = H = span E′K. Since we canonically identify H = E ⊙ G
and H = E′⊙K (by setting xg = x⊙g and x′k = x′⊙k), we have E⊙G = E′⊙K. Writing down
this identity is an invitation to the reader to take an element x⊙ g in E ⊙G and write it as a sum
of elements x′ ⊙ k in E′ ⊙ K. There is no canonical way how to do it, like there is no canonical
way how to express a general element in a tensor product by a sum over elementary tensors.
We just know that it is possible and that how ever we do it our conclusions do ot depend on the
choice.
For instance, it is important to keep in mind how the representations ρ and ρ′ act in these
pictures. We have ρ(a)(x⊙g) = ax⊙g, while ρ(a)(x′⊙k) = x′⊙ak and, conversely, ρ′(b′)(x⊙g) =
x ⊙ b′g, while ρ′(b′)(x′ ⊙ k) = b′x′ ⊙ k.
Now we come to the third proof of Theorem 1.1 where we, acutally, first construct the
commutant of Fϑ. We assume the hypothesis for the W∗–version of Theorem 1.1. As in Section
3 we assume that E is full. Furthermore, we assume that B ⊂ B(G) and C ⊂ B(L) so that E and
F are von Neumann modules. We make up the following dictionary.
H = E ⊙G K = F ⊙ L
ρ′(b′) = idE ⊙b′ σ′(c′) = idF ⊙c′ (b′ ∈ B′, c′ ∈ C′)
ρ(a) = a ⊙ idG σ(a) = ϑ(a) ⊙ idL (a ∈ Ba(E))
It makes, therefore, sense to define the intertwiner space F′
ϑ
= CBa(E)(B(H, K)) which is the
subspace of B(G, K) of all mappings intertwining the actions of Ba(E) via σ and ρ = idBa(E)
where by definition Ba(E) is a von Neumann algebra on H via the identity representation ρ.
Recall that the commutant of Ba(E) is ρ′(B′). Therefore, in the above correpondence be-
tween von Neumann bimodules and pairs of representations, we may consider F′
ϑ
as the von
Neumann C′–ρ′(B′)–module determined by the triple (σ′, σ, K) with inner product y′1∗y′2 ∈
ρ′(B′), and left and right multiplication given simply by composition with σ′(c′) from the left
and with ρ′(b′) from the right, respectively.
Now, since E is full, ρ′ is faithful so that ρ′(B′)  B′. Therefore, we may, finally, and will
consider F′
ϑ
as von Neumann C′–B′–module where
〈y′1, y
′
2〉 := ρ
′−1(y′1∗y′2) and c′y′b′ := σ′(c′)y′ρ′(b′).
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The following identification
F ⊙ L = K = F′ϑ ⊙ H = F
′
ϑ ⊙ E ⊙G = E ⊙ F′ϑ ⊙G = E ⊙ F′′ϑ ⊙ L
identifies the Hilbert spaces F ⊙ L and E ⊙ F′′
ϑ
⊙ L of the von Neumann modules F and E ⊙ F′′
ϑ
.
4.3 Observation. The “tricky” identification is F′
ϑ
⊙ E ⊙ G = E ⊙ F′
ϑ
⊙ G. One easily checks
that there is a canonical identification of these spaces simply by flipping the first two factors in
elementary tensors. This also shows that operators on E and on F′
ϑ
, respectively, act directly
on the factor where they belong. In [Ske03c] we investigate systematically the tensor product
E ¯⊙s E′  E′ ¯⊙s E of a von Neumann B–module and a von Neumann B′–module which is a
von Neumann (B ∩ B′)′–module. This tensor product may be viewed as a generalization of the
exterior tensor product with which it has many properties in common.
An investigation how the relevant algebras act on these Hilbert spaces show that the von
Neumann C–modules F and E ¯⊙s F′′
ϑ
coincide (in the sense of Observation 4.1) and that ϑ(a) =
a ⊙ idFϑ what concludes the third proof.
4.4 Applications. Taking the commutant of von Neumann bimodules is anti-multiplicative un-
der tensor product; see [Ske03c] for details. Taking into account that in Section 2, clearly,
HA = (HB)′, we see that the Arveson system of an E0–semigroup on B(H) is the opposite of its
Bhat system. Also the product systems of B–B–modules in [BS00] and of B′–B′–modules in
[MS02], both constructed from the same CP-semigroup on B, are commutants of each other.
We explain this in [Ske03a].
Also other applications are related to endomorphisms of Ba(E). While every bimodule Fϑ
comes from a representation of Ba(E) on E ⊙Fϑ, the question, whether a bimodule comes from
an endomorphism (i.e. whether there exists an E such that E ⊙Fϑ  E) is nontrivial. It is equiv-
alent to the question whether F′
ϑ
has an isometric fully coisometric covariant representation
on a Hilbert space. In the semigroup version this means that the question, whether a product
system stems from an E0–semigroup on some Ba(E), is equivalent to the question, whether the
commutant system allows for such a covariant representation.
We investigate these and other questions in Muhly, Skeide and Solel [MSS03c].
4.5 Comparison. How is F′′
ϑ
related to Fϑ = E∗ ¯⊙s F from Section 1? Of course, we know that
they are canonically isomorphic, but we want to see the identification in the sense of Observation
4.1. In fact, we are able to identify (E∗ ⊙F)′ = F′ ⊙E∗′ and F′
ϑ
, but after the sketchy discussion
earlier in this section it is not possible to present the subtle arguments (flipping continuously
between the isomorphic von Neumann algebras B′ and ρ′(B′)) in a coherent way. (In fact, many
readers will feel uncomfortable with our continuously used canonical identifications of spaces
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which a priori are different, and doing this consistently requires a skillful preparation.) Once
more, we refer the reader to [Ske03c] for a detailed discussion.
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